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e-home healthcare usage for its non-invasive and easy acquisition. Based on SPG signals, hemodynamic parameters (HDPs) are derived by using the model of elastic cavity, which is capable of revealing cardiovascular health status and variation tendency [5] , [6] . Hence, hard efforts of exploring HDPs have been made by researchers for CVDs detection through applying artificial intelligence technology.
Concretely, decision tree can fast deduce conclusion from HDPs according to exclusively expressed medical knowledge [7] , but calculations might get extremely complex while handling uncertain values; support vector machine shows high accuracy in detecting CVDs [8] , but has disadvantage of time consuming and contradicting to the doctors' clinical diagnosis procedure since it is one-layer classifier. In practice, doctor normally ranks all parameters and selects specified ones with most pertinence as diagnostic basis in accordance with different diseases, which makes the reasoning procedure representing "hierarchically" character. There have been some literatures relating to the research of hierarchical diagnosis system, such as hierarchical fuzzy neural networks (HFNNs) [6] performed with promising learning capability and robustness, but has the well-known disadvantage of lacking exclusive explanation to the diagnostic result. Thus, [9] proposed using a genetic algorithm (GA) to extract accurate and comprehensive fuzzy IF-THEN rules and gained good performance. However, it is proved by [10] . The HDP&PP categorization method should be disease-oriented, whereas generic categorization method is applied in existing common hierarchical CVDs diagnosis classifiers [6] , [9] . In other words, a hierarchical and self-adapting classifier concerning applying disease-oriented HDP&PP groups hierarchically to diagnose different CVDs is necessary and needed. Virtually, there is no relevant literature about intelligent classification method solving this bottleneck problem so far.
Thus, in this research, a hierarchical probabilistic support vector machine (HPSVM) for CVDs detection using HDP&PP groups hierarchically is proposed which reduces complexity of inference computation, increases diagnostic accuracy and speeds as well as conforms to doctor's clinical diagnosis procedure. Besides, a specific HDP&PP categorization method CARTCM [10] was applied for realizing disease-oriented HDP&PP grouping. By taking the diversity of HDP&PP categorization into account, the CVDs diagnostic accuracy of hierarchical classifier is highly increased. 
II. CATEGORIZATION OF HDPS AND PPS
The diagnostic result Y D  M obtained by medical inference is denoted as: 
where D is the total number of CVD types and specifically [6] ) are employed to diagnose three types of typical and frequently encountered CVDs (CHD, HT, HL), thus N = 37 and D = 3. 
For CVD detection, the aim is to infer the diagnostic result
where S D  N is a nonlinear mapping which can be realized by SVM, HFNNs or so on. Obviously, using all 37 HDPs & PPs at once to detect CVDs is paradoxical, influencing diagnostic accuracy, high computation-consuming and unconformable to doctors' normal clinical diagnosis procedure. Therefore, in this research, our proposed CARTCM is applied before CVDs detection. The CARTCM shown in Fig. 1 For detecting the d th CVD, 37 HDPs & PPs are divided into three groups (Group 1d , Group 2d , Group 3d ) from the most important to the least important using CARTCM as mentioned above, and then a disease-oriented hierarchical classifier HPSVM with three PSVM layers is constructed as shown in Fig. 2 (here, PSVM is a sub-classifier based on SVM which could output probabilistic estimate). Firstly, HDPs & PPs in Group 1d are selected and fed to Level 1d PSVM and it outputs the diagnostic result with probability estimate. If the probability is larger than the pre-defined threshold θ 1d , then the inference will stop and output the final diagnostic result, which is the best case. Otherwise, HDPs & PPs in next group combined with previous group (Group 1d ) will be chosen to feed into the next Level 2d PSVM. The same inference mechanism is repeated for Group 3d . In the worst [12] , PSVM has an advantage of probabilistic estimation outputs by using the Sigmoid-fitting method. For this reason, PSVM is adopted in HPSVM. First, an optimal hyper-plane is searched, which separates the set of training vectors belonging to two separated classes as well as makes the margin of the separation beside the optimal hyper-plane maximum while ensuring the accuracy of correct classification. In this research, such a hyper-plane is used for detecting CVDs. In details, for detecting the d th CVD for a new-come patient with HDP&PP record x i the separating hyper-plane with the target functions is expressed as The optimization mission is a QP task thus can be well solved by adopting the Sequential Minimal Optimization algorithm [13] . The posterior probabilistic estimation is approximated by a sigmoid function [11] :
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where f = f(x i ) (i = 1, 2, … , M) and the optimized parameters set z*=(A*, B*) can be determined by solving the following regularized maximum likelihood problem:
where
1, 2, ... , ; 1, 2, ... , . (8) Here, N + is the number of patients who have the d th CVD and N -is the number of patients who do not have the d th CVD in the total training dataset. It is emphasized that Level 1d and Level 2d PSVM are constructed in the same procedure with Level 3d PSVM, except only that the dimension of input feature space are diverse.
IV. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
98 CHD, 99HT, 109HL and 100 normal records are selected from totally 408 site-measured records obtained from Beijing Changping Chinese Medicine Hospital and partially shown in Table I as dataset for carrying HDP&PP categorization by using CARTCM, and the disease-oriented categorization results are shown in Table II Table II .
It is verified that using a specific type of disease-oriented categorization [10] to detect that type of CVD, the classifier might gain the best performance with high accuracy (Acc), sensitivity (SE) and positive predictability value (PPV) which are defined in (9-11):
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The performances of HPSVM classifier compared with HFNNs are shown in Table III . The prevalent C-support vector classification model and Radial Basis Function kernel are used in this research. Besides, 8-fold validation is applied, which means 357 records are used as training dataset while 51 records as testing dataset for every time (totally 8 times). It is observed that HPSVM shows higher Acc, SE and PPV except the performance of PPV for detecting HL is relatively lower. The lower PPV indicates that some healthy people might be wrongly deduced as HL patients occasionally. However, as this method is proposed for e-home healthcare usage, all abnormal cases are friendly suggested to be further confirmed by competent hospital, thus such PPV is acceptable. Table III also shows that HPSVM method gains higher Acc, SE and PPV than HFNNs proposed in [6] . The reasons can be concluded as (1) HPSVM applies the disease-oriented CARTCM categorization method to divide HDPs & PPs into groups for detecting different kinds of CVDs more specifically, while HFNNs use a generic categorization method; (2) the solution of HPSVM is global and unique while HFNNs may suffer from multiple local minima due to the disadvantage of Back Propagation Neural Networks (BPNNs); (3) HPSVM uses structural risk minimization with good generalization ability while HFNNs use empirical risk minimization and may suffer from over-fitting; (4) HPSVM has good a performance even with relative small training dataset.
It is also observed that HPSVM shows higher time efficiency. The comparison of training time between HPSVM and HFNNs indicates that HPSVM has higher degree of computing efficiency. In our experiment, for CHD, Level 11 , Level 21 PSVM or Level 11 , Level 21 , Level 31 PSVM are needed, which is the same case with HL, while for detecting HT, only Level 13 PSVM is required. In essence, when detecting one kind of CVD, firstly the most important HDP&PP group and Level 1d (d = 1, 2, … , D) PSVM are used. If Level 1d PSVM outputs the diagnostic result with high probability which is larger than threshold θ 1d, then the diagnosis is ended. Otherwise, the HDP&PP Group 2d combining with Group 1d and Level 2d PSVM will be used and the above inference procedure is repeated until obtaining the final diagnostic result (empirical thresholds θ 1d and θ 2d corresponding to different kind of CVDs are shown in Table IV ). Obviously HPSVM conforms to doctor's clinical diagnosis procedure and shows higher time efficiency in comparison of applying all HDPs & PPs as input in one-layer classifier. 
V. CONCLUSION
A HPSVM is proposed to diagnose three typical and frequently encountered CVDs hierarchically, in which CARTCM is adopted to carry disease-oriented HDP&PP categorization. The number and type of HDPs and PPs in each of three groups are determined automatically according to importance and relevance of HDP&PP in detecting various CVDs. With a hierarchical inference mechanism, the HDP&PP groups from the most important to the least are selectively fed to HPSVM's different layers depending on the probabilistic estimation outputs. The testing results and comparisons show out its higher diagnostic accuracy and prove the validity of presented methodology.
